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RET. COMMAND SGT. MAJOR ROBERT DEAN

"A study of history is essential in coming to terms
with who we are and where we have been. Perhaps
we will learn something of where we might be going." 
-- Robert Dean 

WELCOME TO ROBERT DEAN'S SPECIAL SECTION
This is a courtesy area for Retired Command Sgt Major Robert Dean. If you'd like to know more 
about Beyond Zebra and what's here, go back to our home page, where you'll get prepared for a new 
way of life in a very unusual way. 

HIS MESSAGE

Retired command Sergeant Major Robert O. Dean tells a story that skillfully presents an astonishing 
and convincing message: that we are not alone on this planet and never have been. Propelled upon a 
quest to share his discovery of a highly classified document he came upon during his military career, 
he has continued his agenda to inform the public about extraterrestrial life and our government's 
connection. One of the few holders of first-hand knowledge about government involvement with alien 
life, Mr. Dean recounts the contents of the 1964 report called "an Assessment," the NATO military 
study that acknowledged and analyzed the implications of the alien presence here on Earth.

Robert Dean is an engaging, masterful speaker who holds audiences spellbound by generating 
listeners' thirst for truth. His style is both provocative and stimulating. Mr. Dean weaves his 
persuasive argument around evidence found throughout history, art and literature to underscore his 



compelling information. Sharing his valuable collection of slides that document evidence of contact 
throughout history, he reveals how famous paintings, tapestries, cave drawings and relics from past 
civilizations confirm the presence of an extraterrestrial involvement with Earth. Truly compelling, this 
profoundly insightful revelation of alien communication and the government cover-up is a wake-up 
call for all of us.

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND

Mr. Dean's history includes forty years of research in the UFO field. He spent twenty-seven years of 
active duty in the US Army where he retired as Command Sergeant Major after serving as a highly 
decorated infantry combat veteran. He also served in Intelligence Field Operations and was stationed 
at Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE), the military arm of NATO. His Cosmic 
Top Secret clearance opened the way for his study of the highly controversial document of which he 
now speaks. Mr. Dean also spent fourteen years as an emergency services manager with the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) for the Arizona Pima County Sheriff's Department. He is 
the former Arizona Assistant Director and Pima County Director for the Mutual UFO Network and is 
a former member for the UFO studies (CUFOS) and the Ancient Astronauts Society. He also served 
twelve years as a member of the board of Directors for the Aerial Phenomenon Research Organization 
(APRO).

Mr. Dean majored in ancient history, psychology, and philosophy at Indiana University, completed 
extensive studies in archeology and theology and holds the equivalent of a masters level degree in 
Emergency Management. Beyond extensive United States engagements, he has spoken all over the 
world to share his message, appearing at sponsored events in England, Switzerland, Italy, Japan, 
Germany, Brazil, Mexico, Australia, Hungary and Puerto Rico. He also has countless television, radio, 
video and news documentary appearances to his credit and has been honored with THREE lifetime 
achievement awards for his contribution to the field of Ufology.

Note from webmaster: Personal responses are not possible. We also do not supply additional 
information or copies of his materials. Thank you for understanding. 



http://www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message476242/pg1

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yt0GIGpb0ZQ

Bob Dean The Most Important Issue Of Our Time : Part 1
1:02:57 - 3 years ago
Robert Dean, retired USAF Sergeant Major, with 40 years of UFO investigative experience. Bob is 
famous for revealing a secret NATO document written in 1964, titled "The Assessment."

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=8605819388709321756&hl=en#

Bob Dean, Head of NATO comes out and spills the beans regarding UFO's

Here is part 1, then just continue on with the other parts, a must see

Robert O. Dean (Born 1929), also known as Bob Dean, is a retired command Sergeant Major in the 
US Army,[1] who became notable in UFOlogy circles after he claimed to have viewed top secret 
documents detailing alien activity on Earth. He now lectures in ufology around the world and has been 
described as 'an elder statesman of the UFO community'

Education
Mr. Dean majored in ancient history, psychology, and philosophy at Indiana University, completed 
extensive studies in archeology and theology and holds the equivalent of a masters level degree in 
Emergency Management

Army Service
Dean served in the army for 27 years [1]. He fought as a Second Lieutenant in the US Army during 
the Korean War. In 1963, Dean was assigned to SHAPE (Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers 
Europe) which at that time was just outside Paris (it later would be relocated to Mons, Belgium).

Alleged NATO document on UFOs—“The Assessment”
In 1964, Dean claims that a USAF colonel, Col. Frank Collins, gave Dean, a Command Master 
Sergeant, a copy of a document called An Assessment. There were only 15 copies, one was kept in the 
safe. Dean said he read it every chance he had. He claims he was able to access the document because 
he had Cosmic Top Secret Clearance,[10] although there is no evidence that such a document exists or 
that any of these claims have any basis in reality.

The document An Assessment: An Evaluation of a Possible Threat to Allied Forces in Europe, (stated 
by Dean to have been published in 1964) was one & a half inches thick, and is alleged by Dean to 
have been a secret NATO report on UFOs. The document was accompanied by 8 1/2 inches of 
Annexes and Appendices.

The report, Dean says, was ordered to be compiled by by British Air Marshall Sir Thomas Geoffrey 
Pike, Deputy SACEUR (Deputy Supreme Allied Commander Europe) from August 1963 until his 
retirement in 1967. The report was prompted by a Red Alert event that is claimed to have happened on 
2 February 1961 at 0200 hrs. A formation of approximately 50 flying disc-shaped objects flew at very 
high altitudes, at very high speeds under intelligent control. They came from the east, flew over 
Germany, France, England and continued north until they disappeared over the Norwegian sea.

The titles of some of the annexes of the report, Dean states, were as follows: Radar and 
Electromagnetic Effects, Optical and Light Analysis, Photographic and Holographic Analysis, 
Historical Research and Historical Evidence, Metallurgical and Technical Analysis, Atmospheric 



Physics and Meteorology, Biological Analysis and Autopsies, Sociological Problems, Psychological 
Problems, Theological Implications, and Worldwide Effects.[citation needed]

"The Assessment", Dean states, concluded in 1964 that there were four different extraterrestial 
civilizations visiting Earth[12] but by the time of Dean’s retirement from the military in 1976, he 
claims, the assessment was there were twelve different extraterrestrial civilizations visiting Earth.



http://ufos.about.com/od/governmentconspiracyufos/a/edgarmitchell.htm

UFO Disclosure from Astronaut Edgar Mitchell
Wednesday July 23, 2008
After giving us some previous tantalizing statements, it seems that Astronaut Edgar Mitchell has 
finally done it. He has told the world that UFOs are real, and that we are not alone in the universe. In a 
recent interview on Kerrang Radio, in the United Kingdom, he shocked the host and listeners by 
making a number of statements that left no doubt that what we study day after day is indeed, a real 
science, and not just based on the ravings of lunatics. 

You can read the entire report, UFO Disclosure from Astronaut Edgar Mitchell, but here are some of 
the highlights: 

There is other life in the universe.

We have been visited, and this has been covered up. 

There is a lot of contact going on. 

The Roswell Crash was a real event.

Some UFOs are of extraterrestrial sources, some are not.

Alien intent is NOT hostile.

Enticing, isn't it? Give me your comments on this, and the other revelations that Mitchell made. 

You can listen to and/or download Mitchell's Disclosure, and NASA's response. 



http://www.mysterious-america.net/o%27learyinterview.html



An Interview with retired NASA scientist-astronaut Dr. Brian O’Leary

Discussing UFOs, The Face on Mars, Free Energy, Ancient Wisdom, and 
Saving the Earth! 

by Brent Raynes

Over the past twenty years, Dr. O'Leary has researched, lectured and written 
extensively about new paradigms of science and global transformation. His 
most recent book Re-Inheriting the Earth describes how we can lift ourselves 
out of our current path of global destruction. Much of his work is based on 
extensive international travels to some of the best and brightest researchers of 
new science, new medicine and "free" energy. 

Dr. O'Leary has published internationally ten trade books on the frontiers of 
science, space, energy and culture, with sales averaging over 10,000 copies per 
book. He was a NASA scientist-astronaut, assistant professor of astronomy at 
Cornell University alongside Carl Sagan, and has also taught Physics for Poets 
and Princeton University and technology assessment at the University of 
California Berkeley School of Law and Hampshire College. He has published 
over 100 technical papers in the peer reviewed scientific literature and another 
100 popular magazine and Op-Ed pieces worldwide. He has appeared 
frequently on American national television and radio, including the Today 
Show, Larry King Live, the Donahue Show, Fox Television and the Art Bell 
Show.

To learn more about Dr. O’Leary’s numerous achievements and current 
activities, and about his wonderful home/retreat in Ecuador (complete with 
many beautiful pictures) visit his website at: www.brian-oleary.com.

Editor: I noted on your website that you mentioned that you have an 
observation deck or something where people could come say on a retreat and 
watch for UFOs if they wanted to. Have you had sightings there in Ecuador 
from where you live? 

Dr. Brian O’Leary: Yes, there have been several where we are, but they come 
in waves. The first year that we were here there were quite a few sightings. I 
saw one once and I photographed what looked like orbs, but the evidence is 
very, very flimsy so I wouldn’t want to pin my star on it. But at any rate, 
many, many people have sighted many, many phenomena and lots of UFO 
activity here. In the last year or two, there hasn’t been any and I think that 
might be because the population is expanding. There’s a lot of environmental 
damage going on here as well as everywhere, so it’s hard to say why the wave 
has stopped but it has stopped for now anyway. 

But at any rate, obviously all over the world the UFO phenomenon is very real 
and the truth embargo needs to stop. Let’s get on with what realities are out 
there. That’s my opinion anyway.

Editor: Were you always, even as an astronaut, a believer in UFOs, or did this 
come later? 

Dr. Brian O’Leary: It came later. I was on the faculty in the physics 
department at Princeton and at that point I was still very much kind of 
imprisoned in the mainstream scientific community and it was kind of a no no 
to talk about UFOs then. So I didn’t even address the question until, I think it 
was around 1985 I guess when I really started to look at it seriously and do my 
own research. I came up with a conclusion that indeed culturally inquiry into 
this phenomenon has been put into a box with imposed boundaries, and we 
need to now expand our knowledge base. And we need to prepare for what we 



Zurich Conference: Dr Brian O'Leary's 
workshop, 12 July 2009
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLp_0V127eU



Astronaut Edgar Mitchell: UFOs are Real
Astronaut Edgar Mitchell: UFOs are Real
By Billy Booth, About.com Guide
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Astronaut Edgar Mitchell

www.nasa.gov
Edgar Dean Mitchell is an American pilot and astronaut. He was born in September, 1930, in 

Hereford, Texas. He was the pilot of the lunar module of Apollo 14, and the sixth man to walk on the 
Moon, spending 9 hours on the lunar surface on February 9, 1971. 

During his years in the Navy, he gained a Bachelor of Science degree in aeronautical engineering 
from the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School and a Doctor of Science degree in Aeronautics and 
Astronautics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He also holds honorary doctorates from 
the New Mexico State University, the University of Akron, Carnegie Mellon University and Embry-
Riddle Aeronautical University. 

On Britain's Kerrang radio show on July 23, 2008, Mitchell told the world that the 500+ witnesses 
telling us that a UFO from another world crashed in Roswell, NM, in 1947, were in fact, telling the 
truth, and that a government cover-up of UFO and alien information began at that time, and continues 
today. We have been visited by beings from other worlds a number of other times also, some of which 
he had insider knowledge of during his time at NASA. These events were also covered up. UFO 
proponents, of course, already took these events as truth, but now we know for certain. 

The recent bombshell disclosures of Dr. Edgar Mitchell have set the Internet ablaze with articles, 
blogs, and forum discussion. Finally, a man who is respected highly, and a national hero, has with a 
somber, straight face told the world without reservation that we have been visited by UFOs, aliens are 
real, and our government is indeed, covering up this information. 

There is a big difference between believing something is true, and knowing for certain that it does. I 
want to believe that UFOs are real, Dr. Mitchell knows UFOs are real. In all fairness, we cannot forget 
that he also told us that a lot of the reports of UFOs are not extraterrestrial in nature, there are a lot of 
reports that are misidentifications of planes, stars, comets, balloons, etc, reported as UFOs, and of 
course, we have many hoaxes, faked photos and videos to blur our vision of what is real. 



There have been a number of well respected individuals who have told us similar things, and some of 
them may also have has inside information, but none of them had the impact of Mitchell's statement. 
Could it be the time of his announcement, coming on the heels of the O'Hare Airport sighting, the 
Texas sightings, and the ongoing UFO waves over Great Britain, and Pennsylvania? Possibly, or 
could it be who he is, a famous Astronaut? 

Here is a man who stands for integrity and truth, telling us that our world has been visited by strange, 
small beings with big heads from another world, the things that nightmares are made of, or science 
fiction movies. And we believe every word he says. 

"I happen to have been privileged enough to be in on the fact that we've been visited on this planet and 
the UFO phenomena is real," Dr Mitchell said. 

Now, I believe we have been visited, but Mitchell "knows" that we have: quite a difference. This is 
why his statements are having such an impact on the UFO community, and even mainstream media. 
The reality of UFOs from another world is a known fact, not a well founded theory, riddled full of 
disinformation, hoaxes, and faked photographs. 

It was only expected that NASA would be forced to respond to Mitchell's disclosure, and they have. 
But, if you look at their statement closely, I think you will find valuable information in what they did 
NOT say. 

"NASA does not track UFOs. NASA is not involved in any sort of cover up about alien life on this 
planet or anywhere in the universe," a spokesman stated. 

Mitchell did not say that NASA tracks UFOs. He did not say that NASA was involved in a cover-up. 
But, he did say that his tenure with NASA allowed him to be in a position to obtain above top-secret 
information. It is true that at least some of this information has leaked out through various sources 
before, but almost without exception, whoever had knowledge of these truths had to remain 
anonymous. Mitchell does not. 

Therefore, previously, all of the bits and pieces of leaked information were always of a suspicious 
nature. We believed some of it may be true, but just what was true, and what wasn't? That is the 
problem we faced, attempting to separate the wheat from the chaff, and have something solid to base 
our beliefs on, so we could march forward. Now, with Mitchell's statement, we have something 
concrete to hang our hats on. 
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1947-Roswell UFO Crash
By Billy Booth, About.com Guide
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Roswell Depiction

B J Booth

UFO Cornerstone:
If anyone mentions the word UFO, somewhere in the conversation Roswell will come up. Just as the 
Hill Abduction Case is used to judge alien abduction reports, Roswell is the bread and butter of 
Ufology. This one case will keep Ufology going, even through its darkest days. The case is never 
over, there is never an end to the witness lists, and the discussion goes on and on. Roswell is the very 
heart of the study of UFOs. This distinction is very well earned.

Quick Death:
When the first reports of a crashed alien craft reached the general public, many felt that the long 
awaited proof of extraterrestrial intelligence had come. The news spread world wide when the Air 
Force announced that they had a flying saucer in their possession. But hopes were soon dashed, as a 
second news flash proclaimed that it was nothing more than a weather balloon. The general public felt 
differently then-they believed anything they were told by officials of our government. This innocent 
obedience would not work a second time. 

The Resurrection:
Yet, the enormous public interest in the case would be revitalized. After an almost 30 year absence 
from study, the Roswell case would again take its rightful place in 1976, and since then, it has been as 
popular as any other case study. Thanks be to Ufologists William Moore, and Stanton R. Friedman, 
who were studying notes from an interview that Friedman had conducted. The interview was with 
Jesse Marcel Sr. Intelligence Officer at Roswell Air Force Base, and Lydia Sleppy, who was 
employed at radio station KOAT at the time of the Roswell crash. 



A Lone Rancher:
During the first week of July, 1947 sheep rancher William W. "Mac" Brazel was making his rounds of 
the Foster Ranch, located near Corona. Brazel served as foreman of the facility. Brazel lived on the 
ranch in a farm house, although his wife and children lived in Tularosa, to receive better schooling for 
this children. Brazel would become a major figure in the Roswell case, although he never desired the 
attention it sent his way.

Debris Found:
Brazel, home for the night, was listening to a roaring thunderstorm, not uncommon for his location, 
but this night it seemed worse than ever. He thought that maybe he had heard an explosion. The next 
morning, he was out again, checking the livestock, and riding fences for any breaks. A seven-year-old 
neighbor boy was with him. Riding into an open field, the two horsemen noticed a large area filled 
with some type of debris or wreckage. The wreckage was tiny pieces of shiny, metallic material. This 
material was unfamiliar to the rancher.

Marcell Notified of Debris:
Brazel collected some of the unknown debris, and showed it George Wilcox, of the Chaves County 
Sheriff's Office. At first, Wilcox thought little of the material, until he began to handle it. It was not 
like anything he had seen before. Wilcox was concerned enough to call Roswell Army Air Field. He 
talked to Major Jesse A. Marcel, and explained the situation of the discovery of the material at the 
Foster ranch. Marcell left the base to come to Roswell and see the material. 

Marcell's Findings:
After interviewing Brazel, Marcell was on the way to the debris field, accompanied by Army Counter 
Intelligence Corps officer Sheridan Cavitt and Brazel. Marcell related the events of the search through 
the debris in his own words: 

"When we arrived at the crash site, it was amazing to see the vast amount of area it covered... it 
scattered over an area of about three quarters of a mile long, I would say, and fairly wide, several 
hundred feet wide. It was definitely not a weather or tracking device, nor was it any sort of plane or 
missile."

Headlines Claim "Flying Saucer" Found:
Marcel examined the strange material, and even took some of it home with him. He informed Air 
Force officials of what he had seen, and Colonel Blanchard gave an order to Colonel Walter Haut, 
instructing him to inform the media that the Air Force had in its possession a "crashed saucer." Haut 
claimed that the saucer debris was sent to the 8th Air Force, under the leadership of General Ramey in 
Ft. Worth, Texas. Meanwhile, the famous newspaper headlines were released:

"RAAF Captures Flying Saucer on Ranch in Roswell Region."

The shocking admission would soon be retracted, and the flying saucer became a weather balloon.

The Military's Actions:
Soon, rumors were running rampant at the base, and word was beginning to filter into Roswell about 
dead alien bodies. Although the military had secured the site of the crash, and supposedly removed 
every bit of debris, there is never 100% silent obedience for an event this dramatic. Any reasonable 
person will wonder that if the debris came from a weather balloon, why the secrecy? Front page 
photographs of so-called weather balloon debris would later be disputed by Marcel as not being the 
same material he brought to the base. 

The Story That Will Not Die:
Although the theories about Roswell are composed of many conflicting accounts, some facts are clear. 
Something important crashed near Corona-important enough that witnesses were threatened if they 



revealed what they saw. There are too many witnesses who claim to have seen the alien bodies. There 
is adequate evidence to assume that autopsies were done on at least one alien body, and probably 
more.

Numerous times, the Air Force has been adamant that there is nothing to the crash, but too many times 
witnesses have come forward with first hand knowledge of a crashed UFO, dead alien bodies, and a 
military cover-up.
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Russia Crash

B J Booth

Summary:
We are graced with an excellent report of a crashed saucer from the former Soviet Socialists Republic. 
Ufologists Nikolay Subbotin and Emil Backurin's labors bring us this compelling account of a crash in 
the "Shaitan Mazar," Russian for "Grave of the Devil." The Shaitan Mazar is located in the Tien Shan 
Mountains of Kyrgyzstan near the border of China. This event is well documented, with drawings, 
photos, and eyewitness testimony.



Giant UFO Invades Russian Airspace:
The incident of Shaitan Mazar began on August 28, 1991, at shortly before 5:00 P.M. An extremely 
large object approximately 600 meters long, and 110 meters in diameter appeared over the Caspian 
Sea, showing on radar screens of the tracking station on the Mangyshlak peninsula. Radar 
computations showed the object moving at the speed of 6,300 miles per hour, at an altitude of 21,000 
feet. 

Military Response:
The alert of the UFO put the military into action immediately. Two MIG 29 fighters were diverted 
from a routine mission, and two others were scrambled from the peninsula. The pilots were ordered to 
attempt to force the craft to land, and if those orders were refused, to shoot it down! Military flight 
commanders gave interception coordinates to the planes. 

Giant Object Spotted:
They would meet with the unknown object over the Aral Sea. Speeding to the position, the MIGs had 
the object on their radar screens. When they reached visual range, they were shocked to see a gigantic, 
elongated, metallic gray object. The flight leader requested the "friend of foe" response, and gave 
orders for the unknown craft to fall in behind the lead MIG, and follow it to a landing. There was no 
response from the craft. 

An Order to Fire Weapons:
High ranking officers decided to fire warning shots across its flight path, forcing it to follow the MIGs 
to a safe landing. "Close in from either side." " Fly parallel to the target and fire warning shots in its 
path" was the exact order given to the MIG leader. The planes immediately responded by closing from 
800 to 500 meters. They were ready to fire their weapons.

Controls Disabled:
As the pilots squeezed their triggers there was no response from their controls! None of the electrical 
system worked. The cockpit controls were dead, and then the engines began to sputter. The object 
began to pull away from the MIGs. The planes were now nonoperational. Their condition was radioed 
to headquarters, and they were ordered to nurse their planes back to base, and abandon the hunt for the 
intruding UFO. Radar on the ground continued to track the object. 

Object Disappears From Radar:
Approximately 45 minutes after the sudden appearance of the UFO, it simply vanished from radar 
screens. Though shaken from the stirring events of the last three-quarters of an hour, there was a sense 
of relief among military personnel that whatever or whoever had invaded their airspace and crippled 
their jets, had left them. This was the end of the giant UFO, or was it?

Rumors of a Crash:
Soon rumors began to spread about a large object which had crashed into the mountains of Shaitan 
Mazar. Residents of the villages around Karakol were witnesses to an object of immense size that had 
met its fate deep in the mountains to their east, in a rocky gorge called "The Grave of the Devil." 
These stories became so prevalent, that an expedition was formed to make a dangerous trek up into the 
deep mountain forests to find this strange craft. 

Expedition Begins:
An expedition traveled for two weeks through the mountains. Rumors also began to spread by 
messengers to the group that several of the locals had actually found the crash site, but were burned, 
and their watches malfunctioned. This put an evil stigma on the crash site to the locals, but it was just 
the kind of news that would urge the group on to find the now forbidden site. 



Expeditions Find Craft:
It was discovered that the Russian Air Force had found the crash site in November 1991! While 
attempting to hoist part of the object from a snow-covered bank, the helicopter had crashed, killing all 
aboard. Russian winter was at hand, and the Air Force stated that no further attempts of retrieving the 
craft were planned until spring. This could be it! This new information was the catalyst needed to put 
new life and determination into the UFO research group. They would plan another land trip, but they 
must beat the government to the site, or the findings would forever be hidden from public knowledge. 

The Second Expedition found the crash site. "There it was, a craft from another world." Also, the craft 
was still emitting an energy field of some type. Expedition member Emil Bachurin would state, "You 
could feel it all around." The crew was still some 1,500 meters from the craft, but its unbelievable size 
was clearly discernible even from that distance. As the group approached to within 1,000 meters of the
craft, they were overcome with an intense feeling of dread, and anxiety. As they continued to 
approach the craft, these feelings created an overwhelming fatigue. 

The gigantic UFO of 1991 was not an illusion. It had been confirmed by radar, and seen by four pilots, 
who described it in detail. The second expedition had found the craft, and drawn sketches and 
diagrams of it. They had meticulously duplicated the alien markings on its tail. For a few fleeting 
moments, the hope of the entire UFO community had been achieved. 
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Best UFO Case Files

B J Booth
1897-The Aurora, Texas UFO Crash

Occurring during the "Great Airship" wave of the late 1800s, the legend of a UFO crash and a dead 
alien have survived over a century of debate. Allegedly, the dead alien pilot is buried in the local 
cemetery. The story of the crash was related by local newspapers, the UPI, and AP. The city received 
"historical site" status because of the incident. 

1941-The Missouri UFO Crash Retrieval

Brought to public knowledge by UFO investigator Leo Stringfield, from an account by Charlette 
Mann. Mann related the story of her grandfather Reverend William Huffman, who claimed to have 
been called to the scene of a crashed UFO with dead aliens in Missouri. 

1942-The Battle of Los Angeles

Shortly after the Japanese invaded Pearl Harbor, the city of Los Angeles was invaded by a flying 
object of unknown origin. U.S. military sent volley after volley of shells at the alleged flying saucer 
without damaging the intruder. Six people were killed during the attacks. 

1947-The Kenneth Arnold Sighting

While searching for a missing troop transport near Yakima, Washington, pilot Kenneth Arnold got the 
surprise of his life. He spotted nine discs flying in formation. After he landed, a news conference was 
held in which Arnold called the unknowns flying saucers, the first time the phrase was used. 

1947-The Roswell, New Mexico UFO Crash

The most famous UFO case of all occurred near Corona, Mexico. Rancher Mac Brazel found strange 
crash debris on his morning rounds, and reported his find to local radio station. Soon, the military 
from Roswell AFB was involved, and issued a press statement that the Air Force had captured a UFO. 
This statement was soon recanted. 

1948-Pilot Dies Chasing a UFO

Kentucky Air National Guard Captain Thomas Mantell was piloting his F-51, when he received radio 
orders to check out a large, metallic disc which had been reported by citizens of the area, and clearly 
seen from the tower of Godman Air Force Base. After reporting that he was in pursuit of the object, 
radio contact was lost, and his plane soon crashed to the ground, killing Mantell. 

1948-The Chiles / Whitted UFO Encounter

Captain Clarence S. Chiles, and co-pilot John B. Whitted were piloting an Eastern Airlines DC-3, 
when their plane was approached by huge cigar-shaped UFO. The object barely missed colliding with 
the DC-3. The two men made one of the very first reports of a UFO by commercial airline pilots. 

1948-Pilot in Dogfight with UFO

In the skies above Fargo, North Dakota on October 1, 1948, Lieutenant George F. Gorman of the 
North Dakota Air National Guard had an experience he would never forget, a 27-minute dogfight with 
a UFO 

1949-Norwood Searchlight Incident



In 1949, a series of 10 visual sightings of UFOs occurred in or near Norwood, Ohio. UFOs were 
sighted by policemen, ministers, newspaper reporters and more. Also, still photographs and motion 
picture film were taken. 
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http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/ufos

The National Archives, Kew, Richmond, Surrey, TW9 4DU. Tel: +44 (0) 20 8876 3444. Contact us  

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/documentsonline/details-
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http://www.edmitchellapollo14.com/
Welcome to Ed Mitchell Apollo 14.com

On January 31, 1971, Navy Captain Dr. Edgar Mitchell embarked on a journey into outer space that 
resulted in becoming the sixth man to walk on the moon. The Apollo 14 mission was NASA's third 
manned lunar landing.

This historic journey ended safely nine days later on February 9, 1971. It was an audacious time in the 
history of mankind. For Mitchell, however, the most extraordinary journey was yet to come
http://www.noetic.org/about/founder.cfm

This experience radically altered his worldview: Despite science's superb technological achievements, 
he realized that we had barely begun to probe the deepest mystery of the universe—the fact of 
consciousness itself. He became convinced that the uncharted territory of the human mind was the 
next frontier to explore, and that it contained possibilities we had hardly begun to imagine. Within two 
years of his expedition, Edgar Mitchell founded the Institute of Noetic Sciences in 1973.

The word "noetic" comes from the ancient Greek nous, for which there is no exact equivalent in 
English. It refers to "inner knowing," a kind of intuitive consciousness—direct and immediate access 
to knowledge beyond what is available to our normal senses and the power of reason.

What are 'Noetic Sciences'?
Noetic sciences are explorations into the nature and potentials of consciousness using multiple ways 
of knowing—including intuition, feeling, reason, and the senses.

Bob Dean The Most Important Issue Of Our Time : Part 1          1:02:57 - 3 years ago



Robert Dean, retired USAF Sergeant Major, with 40 years of UFO investigative experience. Bob is 
famous for revealing a secret NATO document written in 1964, titled "The Assessment."
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